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That was an important piece to this. But the estimates of how much they reduced consumption are really wide.
We present estimates of the marginal effects and price elasticities for each of five consumer behaviors. Tan
said a bigger concern is the proliferation of illegal cigarettes. Sumptuary tax on sugar and soft drinks has also
been suggested. A study published last year by the Institute for Fiscal Studies IFS , a think-tank, found that
Britons who bought only a few drinks a week were far more sensitive to price fluctuations than heavy
drinkers. Finance Secretary Carlos G. Another question along these lines is how much people substitute other
kinds of drinks or how their consumption behavior changes. Many countries ban the sale of individual sticks,
but Thailand continues to allow the practice. It is a tax levied on some commodities but not all commodities
unlike sales tax. In many cases, these taxes are an incentive to lower consumption and improve health. Firstly,
I would like to agree with Sen. Knowledge Wharton: What did you find in your research? Mr Gruber argues
that, once you allow for even a sliver of irrationality in human decision-making, the case for taxing addictive
substances becomes clear. The key thing that we explore in our paper is that what matters for these
regressivity costs is how much people respond to these taxes when they are imposed. OLS estimation of
Equation 1 determines the probability of each smoking behavior. We want to understand the economic impact
of our behaviors right now, whether they are positive or negative. The people who get the greatest health
benefits from that reduction are the people who were consuming the most sugar to begin with, which tends to
be poorer consumers. Even if the price of these products will rise , people will still buy though some price
conscious such as the poor sector and students will cut their consumption. Ferdinand Marcos Jr.


